What next?

transition
/tran'ziSH(ə)n, tran'ziSH(ə)n/
noun
1. the process or a period of changing from one state or condition to another.

synonyms: change, passage, move, transformation, conversion, metamorphosis, alteration, handover, changeover; segue, shift, switch, jump, leap, progression; progress, development, evolution, flux
Opportunities
International matters...to us

Building a Better World – our Internationalisation strategy:

1. Our global reputation
2. Student recruitment on campus and beyond
3. Internationalism in everything we do
A guarantee
Q&A

• Raise your hand and wait for a microphone to come to you

• Or text code ‘TELSUSSEX’ to 07840 781235 and then text your question

• Or post a questions @ www.pollev.com/telsussex
Managing issues
A new term in politics
The HE sector

Department for Education

Universities UK

University and College Union

University of Sussex
Sussex 2025 milestones
West Slope preview
The Student Centre
Our status quo

A clear strategy

Major progress on Phase One of Sussex 2025

Appetite for academic innovation

Increase in research funding

New income streams

Engagement with our community and industry

Balanced accounts

Applications down

International world health issues

Our rankings

Student satisfaction

European research funding

Industrial action

Decisions on Estates and IT

Meeting future surplus targets
A focus on finance

Feb 2020  July 2020
Coming up

Sussex Sustainability Forum: 19 Feb
Nominations open today - event 21 April
Q&A

• Raise your hand and wait for a microphone to come to you

• Or text code ‘TELSUSSEX’ to 07840 781235 and then text your question

• Or post a questions @ www.pollev.com/telsussex